Year 6 Homework Menu – Spring
Topics: WWII
Task 1 – PSCHE
Find a clean, empty jar and decorate
it using pens or stickers. Whenever
something fun or good happens,
write it down on a slip of paper and
put it in the jar. In your homework
book, stick a photo of your jar and
write some of the good things
underneath.

Task 5 – Knowledge &
Understanding of the World —
linked to Science
Research an animal or bird that
became extinct. Create a fact file
about this creature, explaining why
you think it became extinct.

Task 2 – Cooking/Food Tech
Cook a traditional dish from another
country to share with your family.
Ask for feedback after the meal. Did
they enjoy your cuisine? Take some
pictures to evidence your cooking
skills.

Task 3 – History/Geography
Propaganda posters were used by
both sides during WWII. Research
these and draw your favourite.
Explain the message that the
government was trying to convey?
Challenge—Can you create your
own poster to convey a message
that you feel is important?

Task 6 – Art/DT
Purchase and construct an Airfix
model from WWII, such as a plane,
jeep or tank.
Make sure you take a picture as
evidence!
These can be purchased from the
Airfix website or Amazon, as well as
toy shops.

Task 7—Citizenship
Fundraising.

Task 4– Computing
Use https://scratch.mit.edu/ to create
your own maths game/quiz to revise an
elements of maths learnt in the Autumn
term. Have a look at some of the
tutorials on the ‘Tutorials’ tab to help you
if you are unsure how to start. If you
wish, you can create a free account and
save your game! Please take a screen
shot and write a brief explanation of your
game in your Home Learning Book. Feel
free to team up with a partner and
complete this together!

Task 8– Experience

Choose a charity or a cause that you
and your family consider important.
Think of a way that you could raise
money for them making sure that you
stick to the Covid restrictions

Visit Biggin Hill Memorial Museum, finding
out about the story of RAF Biggin Hill through
the personal experiences of those who
served there during World War II.
Alternatively, take part in their ‘Seeking RAF
Biggin Hill’ with their walking trail. https://
bhmm.org.uk/put-your-best-foot-forward-withour-walking-trail/

Take some pictures, tell how much
you raised and why you chose this
good cause.

Include a photo and at least 5 interesting
facts that you find out while exploring.

Information for parents/ carers:
Please complete at least 4 of the tasks on the attached menu.
At least 2 pieces of homework are due in by Monday 7th February and then at least 2 pieces are due in by Monday 21st March.
All Homework should be uploaded to Google Classroom.
Weekly core homework will continue to be posted on Google Classroom.

